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The Mystery 
of ,Magic 

Within our increasingly 
materialistic society/ 

. many of us have 
forgotten the simple pleasures of nature and natural 

magic. In factI if you tell someone you are 
interested in magic/ the standard reaction will be 
a raised eyebrow/ or an amused smile. Despite 
this skepticism/ and human nature being as it 
is/ the person willI in the same instant/ expect K 

, you to perform a spell for them! V 

An occultist is someone who delves into 

hidden territory in search of its secrets. 

Much of the workings of nature are "hidden" 

to us, and therefore "occult." In the past, 

occultists - wise women, witches, or wizards, 

as they have been called - went about their 

business secretly in order to escape 

persecution. Fear, greed, envy, and hatred 

were the root causes of this relentless 

~ persecution, which in the main was carried 

Y out by ecciesiasts, whose judgment could not 

be criticized. Witch hunting, and the 

notorious witch trials, became an industry, 

bolstering local economies by providing a 

liveli hood for those involved. The jesuit 

priest Friedrich von Spree (1591-1695), who 

dared to speak out against 

the trials, said: "Often I have 

thought that the only reason we 

are not all wizards is due to the fact that 

we have not all been tortured." This publ ic 

and manifold slaughter led to a change in the 

psyche of the populace for decades to come, 

and drove any form of magic underground. 

crlatwwt~ 
Until the 17th century, it was an accepted 

view that nature is alive, and that spirit, mind, 



2}4- 1:r. 
~ and body are linked, in all 

~ strata of creation. In order to heal 

A the physical body, the spirit also had to be 

in balance. With the coming of th e 

scientific revolution, nature was looked upon 

as something to be exploited for human ga in, 

with scant regard for the consequences. It is 

only now that we are beginning to realize, 

ironically through scientific experiment, that 

all forms of life have the same nature, and are 

part of an intricate, living entirety. The 

components of this cosmos may appear solid 

and unrelated, but they are all comprised of 

energy, vibrating at different frequencies. We 

need to develop our ability to recognize the 

vital energy that flows through nature and 

animates all life, and to work 'with the natural 

magic that is all around us. 

~ ifOM!V CfJ>~ 
In our modern, subjective world, it is difficult 

to trust our natural instincts and reawaken 

powers we possessed in the early phases of 

our development. By accepting that spirit, 

body, and mind are linked, and harnessing the 

energy of the mind, we can use magic as a 

way of enhancing and taking control 

of our own destinies. 

The magic used in this book is a 

positive force. The spells are all life

affirming and humane, and you do 

not need to join a coven or other 

Getting Started 

secret society to use the magical energies of 

nature. The spells are divided into six 

sections, the perfect number, and each 

section contains seven spells, the most 

magical number, rich with potent symbolism. 

There are also three spells on sealed pages in 

the last section of the book, whose power 

you must only release in cases of emergency, 

so take care . 

9;~ ~ 0{ tJuv 7J!liml 
Expensive accessories are not necessary; 

most ingredients can be found in a local store, 

garden, or home. The real magic is in your 

mind and its affinity with the tool s you use. 

Everything in the world is at your 

disposal, to use and enjoy, on loan to 

you from nature, and ultimately to 

return to nature as you yourself will. 

Use the spells wisely They should 

never be used to gain control over or 

9 



The Mystery 

of Magic 

to harm another living being. If you surround 

yourself with hateful thoughts, you will 

attract hatred to you. 

By performing a spell, you are affirming 

what you intend to do. Keep it strongly in 

y ur mind, and as you begin to feel better 

about yourself and your situation, the magic 

will happen. Remember that you are special, 

. nd that magic is not rigid; it evolves with 

Oll . If you wish to develop your own rituals 

lor ga the ring ingredients, or make a daytrip 

to ~ , ur ' herbs from a grower, this will add to 

your 'on entration for performing a spell, 

,111d to our relationship with nature. 

(~~~ 
:, ndles are used in many of the 

sp -li s, as they give a soft, natural 

light, and help to create the right 

9&v,)"s.-, (Pits.-, 

Mul uvndltv.'Y 

14'V ~t 

ambience for focusing your mind. Fire is an 

important spiritual element. Select a candle 

of the correct color to aid your magic. Where 

relevant, colors are suggested for each spell, 

and there is also a list of magical color 

associations on pages 14- 15. When focusing 

on a candle, let your mind take in the whole 

of its golden glow; and as you concentrate, 

visualize the invisible forces all around you 

and allow your mind to reach a meditative 

state. It may take some time to learn to 

focus your mind, but don't give up -

practice makes perfect. 

Herbs and essential oils are vital 

ingredients for many spells. Build up a 

collection of oils to have at hand 

whenever you need them for 

your magic, and if possible, 

buy fresh herbs. You can dry 

your herbs yourself for those 

times of year when they are 

unavailable. If you have the 



space, grow you own herbs. And remember, 

the more you nurture them, the stronger 

your magic will be. 

An oil, charcoal, or incense burner, a small 

Aask and goblet, and a sharp pair of scissors 

are essential items that you will use again 

and again for performing magic. Make 

these items special by personalizing 

them in some way, and use them only 

for magic. The same applies to any 

other ingredient or tool you use on 

a regular basis, or that holds special 

significance for you. 

8I{~CXmu£ 
The moon is a powerful aid to your magic, 

and where relevant, each spell suggests at 

which phase in the lunar cycle your spell 

will be strongest. As a general rule, a 

waxing moon, when the moon is 

progressing toward its full illumination, will 

help attract something to you; a waning 

Getting Started 

moon, when the moon's illumination is 

decreasing after a full moon, will repel; 

the full moon itself is the most powerful 

to work by. 

Try to be aware of color, number, 

and esoteric associations when 

performing magic, as these are 

powerful allies and can be 

incorporated into the spells to *' 
tailor them to your needs. Lists of magical 

associations are given on the following pages. 

~~CWi5A, 
Lastly, but most important of all, magic 

should be used to elicit your desires gently. 

At no time should you try to force anyone 

into a situation in which they would not be 

happy - the unhappiness will simply rebound 

back to you. 

The spells in this book will not 

automatically lead you to the pot of gold 

at the end of the 

rainbow, but if your 

motives are pure, they 

will enhance your 

chances of attracting 

good luck and good 

fortune. As with most 

things in life, it is the 

e ffort and sincerity 

you put into your 

magic that will reap 

rich dividends. 

11 



The Mystery 

of Magic 

Numero[ogy has a place in magic/ and can help you to decide which 
numbers bring you luck or are dominant in your life. It is unusual for 
anyone to have just one key number/ and it is too simplistic to divine 
an entire personality from a number/ but there may we[[ be a number/ 

or pattern of numbers/ that occur repeatedly in your life. 

To find your personal number, use the 

Hebrew Numerological Code to allocate a 

number to each letter in your name. 

According to the Hebrew system, the 

vowels in a word are "hidden" and not 

written down, as they are attributed to the 

heart and your inner character, which is 

hidden. The consonants represent your 

outward personality It is up to you whether 

you use all the letters of your name, or just 

the vowels or consonants. 

Add up all the numbers. If the total is over 

nine, keep adding them up until you have 

just one digit. For example, 'John Smith" is 

1+7+5+5+3+4+1+4+5=3~ 3+5=~ 

so eight is John Smith's personal number. If 

your number adds up to II or 22, do not 

reduce it to one digit, as these numbers 

represent a higher level of wisdom; 22 is the 

"master" number (there were 22 letters in the 

Hebrew alphabet), and 11 represents those 

who experience revelations. 

~~~ 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
B C 0 E U 0 F 
K G M H V Z P 
R L T N w 

5 X 

Once you have discovered your personal 

number, you can use it in your magic in many 

ways. For example, use it to determine the 

best day of the month on which to perform a 

spell, or use your number's color association 

(listed on page 15) to decide what color 

clothes to wear on the day of the spell to 

increase your chances of success. When 

using numbers in magic, attempt to visualize 

its attributes and direct them toward your 

particular need when performing your spell. 



l is the pioneer, the leader, strong-willed 

and sometimes self-centered. " 1" is also 

associated with material wealth, loneliness, 

and isolation. 

2 is the number of passive, receptive 

people, kind and sensitive, but who 

often get their own way by gentle persuasion. 

It is also linked to psychic powers. 

3 is a potent lucky number, representing 

extrovert, creative, and witty people. 

They may be extravagant and unable to 

persevere at one thing for long. 

4 is for dependable, loyal, hard-working 

people who are good organizers. "4" 

people are the guardian angels, fair in all their 

dealings, and often pay a high price for any 

success they achieve. 

5 is the number of radical, fast-moving 

people, curious and impulsive, who hate 

to be tied down. "5" is also the number of sex 

and can lead to problematic relationships. 

Magic by 

Numbers 

6 is the perfect number, and represents 

harmony; beauty; sincerity; and affection. 

"6" people are creavive and artistic, but they 

can sometimes be fussy and a little conceited. 

7 is the magical number, representing the 

scholar and the mystic, the dignified and 

the self-possessed. "7" people may appear 

aloof, as they have difficulty putting their 

thoughts into words. 

8 symbolizes intuition, prosperity; and 

organization. Solid, strong, and fertile, 

"8" people's success is built on hard work, 

which can make them seem pessimistic. 

9 is for intellectuals and idealists. It is a 

number of great strength, self

discipline, and ambition. "9" people may seek 

the limelight and be jealous or fickle. 

11 is the number of people who are 

idealists. "1 I" people have a strong 

vocation for their work and often suffer for 

the sake of others. 

22 is the "master" number and incorporates 

the supreme qualities and attributes of all 

the other numbers. 



The M ystery 

,~ 
Colors are an intricate and important part of many magical systems. 
We are surrounded by color! and its effect is sometimes breathtaking! 

like the setting of a flame-red sun spreading its glitter over a becalmed 
sea. At other times! color can create a soothing environmentj soft 

lighting relaxes and gives a subtle atmosphere! perfect for meditation. 

Every color has its own vibration and unique 

psychological effect, of which many of us are 

completely unaware. Color magic has been 

used in India and C hina as an intrinsic part of 

healing work for many thousands of years. 

Enhance your inner powers and incorporate 

) 

the strength of colors into your magic by 

wearing a piece of si lk in your favorite color, 

or a color of appropriate magical significance, 

close to your skin when performing the 

spells. Below you will find some ideas for 

colors and their magical associations. 

White is for psychic matters, dispelling evil Orange symbolizes joy, optimism, 

spiri ts, and for beginning a new phase. and the will to succeed. 

Red represents life force, vitality, power, 

and determination, and attracts good luck. 

Pink is the color of love, reconciliation, 

friendship, happiness, and harmony. 

Brown is a protective shield, and denotes 

natural wisdom and an affinity with nature. 

L 
Yellow stimulates the mind, and 

represents achievement and learning. 

l' 



Green is restful and calming, and 

symbolizes prosperity and ferti lity. 

Blue is the color of the spirit, and represents 

healing, idealism, and occult protection. 

Purple is for spiritual strength, providing 

a link with higher planes. 

Silver is the color of visions and intuition, 

and brings forth latent potential. 

Gold symbolizes great achievement, 

wealth, and longevity. 

r 

The Colors 

of Magic 

1 white 

2 midnight blue 

3 moss green 

4 peat brown 

5 ruby red 

6 golden yellow 

7 purple 

8 orange 

I, 9 mother of pearl and 
the color of the moon 

10 sea blue 

11 silver 

22 gold 

15 



The Mystery 

of Magic 

To the Celts, the months of the year were 

attuned to the lunar cycle. The 13 cycles of 

the year were measured from full moon to full 

moon, and they were named after sacred 

trees. According to the month in which you 

~7nontIu ~W0 
Beth Birch 

Luis Rowan 

Nuin Ash 

Fearn Alder 

Saille Willow 

Uath Hawthorn 

Duir Oak 

Tinne Holly 

Coli Hazel 

Muin Vine 

Cort Ivy 

Ngetal Reed 

-.-

are performing your spell, you can increase its 

power by the inclusion of some part of the 

appropriate tree, as listed in the Celtic tree 

calendar below, either as an extra ingredient 

or by simply keeping it close by. 

December 24th-January 20th 

January 21 st-February 17th 

February 18th-March 17th 

March 18th-April 14th 

April 15th-May 12th 

May 13th-June 9th 

June lOth-July 7th 

July 8th-August 4th 

August 5th-September 1 st 

September 2nd-September 29th 

September 30th-October 27th 

October 28th-November 24th 

Ruis Elder November 25th- December 22nd 

December 23rd is not ruled by any tree as it is the "day" of the "year and a day." In 

other words, the four quarter days that make up the extra day in a leap year. 



~c;p~~c;~ 
From classical times, plants and Aowers have 

been believed to possess supernatural virtues. 

Flowers have long been used to mark 

important occasions, from birth to death, and 

plant extracts form the backbone of much of 

our modern medicine. Plants traditionally 

used to accompany divination and vi sions 

were mandrake, because its root resembles 

the figure of a man, and witch hazel, which is 

still used to make divining rods for locating 

underground water. Eyebright and vervain 

were among the plants used to aid visio ns. 

Wise women, or witches, of the 

past usually lived close to nature and 

cultivated their own special plants. 

The garden form ed a san ctuary, 

wombl ike, to nurture the growth of 

plants for healing and magic. They were 

used in spells to ward off danger, to 

attract a lover, and to bring luck, 

happiness, health, and ri ches, 

spi ritual or otherwise. 

S~of~(W0 
Roses are a universal symbol of 

love, and have been used in love charm s 

for many centuries. They symbolize 

beauty and perfect ion, and th e 

white rose is an emblem of silence. 

Magicians associated the number of 

petals in a rose to certain meanings; 

seven signified the seven degrees o f 

absolute perfection, eight petals signifi ed 

Sacred Trees 
and Plants 

rebirth. Flowers used in love charms often 

have common names that reAect thi s, such as 

love- in-a-mist, forget-me-not, and sorcerer's 

violet, alias the blue periwinkle. For those 

forsaken in love, heart's ease, alias the pansy, 

was a powerful addition to a spell. 

&4.~~udu~3~ 
In matters of attracting luck, St. John 's wort 

and lady's mantle were favorites of the 

medieval alchem ists. Other lucky plants 

include sunAowers, apple blossom, vervain, 

, 
Solomon 's seal, impatiens, and heather. 

For financial luck, try honesty, a 

jade plant, hazel catkins, and 

rosemary. lilac, honeysuckle, and an 

almond tree are also said to bring wealth. 

For personal protection and warding 

off evil spirits, oak, rowan, hazel, and 

hawthorn are traditional favorites. The 

peony was sacred to the Creeks and 

Chinese, and in Europe its seeds 

were threaded onto a piece of 

white cord and worn around the 

neck for protection. Betony was 

preferred by the Italians, who said: 

"Sell your coat and buy betony " 

To create an atmosphere of peace and 

serenity in your home, the following plants 

and Aowers should not be 

overlooked: lavender, mignonette, 

hyssop, iri s, camomile, yerba 

santa, meadowsweet, hollyhock, 

holly, and ivy 

9Z&S<l/S' I<yv t&lU'/, 
S'Udt{t&WfYVS' ~7/ tuck 17 



The Mystery 

of Magic 

The wearing; keeping; and inscribing of magically potent objects 
threads its way through all civilizations. A talisman possesses occult 

strength; w ith the power to attract some advantage to its owner; 
whereas an amulet is preventative; and wards off danger and evil. 

Precious gems and birthstones; metals; herbs; an d strips of parchment; 
w ith legends written on them; are the most common forms . 

Gemstones are especially prized for their 

natural beauty, financial value, and magical 

associations. In the past, a magical charm was 

often in the form of a precious stone, set in a 

ring or a small filigree cage that was worn on 

a chain around the neck. The ring is a symbol 

of attainment, perfection, and immortality, 

because it has neither a beginning nor an end. 

It is from this association that the wedding 

ring evolved, assuming that the wearer had 

reached a state of harmony and completion. 

When a precious stone was set in a ring, it 

was customary for it to be engraved with a 

magical sign, and for a special herb to be 

placed under the stone, so that the ring 

would be imbued with the power of its 

natural forces. Henry Cornelius Agrippa, a 

famous magician who lived from 1486 to 

1536, describes the preparation of a magical 

ring in this manner: 

18 

If When any Star (planet) 

ascends fortunately; with the 

fortunate aspect or conjunction 

of the Moon; we must take a 

stone and herb that is under that 

Star; and make a ring of the 

metal that is suitable to this 

Star; and in it fasten the stone; 

putting the herb or root 

under it; not omitting the 

inscriptions of images; names; 

and characters/ as also the \"'l. 
proper suffumigations.1I ~ I 



~c€J~ 
Incorporate the gemstone associated with 

the month of your birth into your personal 

magic charm. For extra luck with your spells, 

JANUARY Emerald 

FEBRUARY Bloodstone 

MARCH Jade 

o APRIL Opal 

MAY Sapphire 

D JUNE Moonstone 

S~andSUjAb 
There are many traditional 

signs, or sigils, that are honored 

for their virtues as an integral 

part of magic. You 

may wish to use 

one in your spells, 

or incorporate it 

into your special 

lucky charm. 

Magic Signs 
and Symbols 

use the stone associated with the month in 

which you are performing your spell to 

increase your chances of success. 

JULY Ruby 

<) AUGUST Diamond 

SEPTEMBER Agate 

OCTOBER Jasper 

o NOVEMBER Pearl 

DECEMBER Onyx 



S
even sensuous and spiritual 

spells/ encapsulating the 

magic of the natural world/ 

to give your body and mind a new 

outlook. Despite the huge 

advances in modern scientific 

medicine/ many of us are sti[[ drawn 

to the ancient wisdom of 

holistic systems of healing and 

herbal remedies. These spells wi II 

increase your physical/ mental/ and 

spiritual sense of well-being with the 

help of Mother Nature. 

Scented Charm The Flower 
of light 

Peppermint 
Cream 

Walking the Good 
Red Road 



Regenerating 
Massage 

Solar Power Dawn Delight 



------on~--~--------.-

Look Good/ 

Feel Good 

A H ungarian beauty potion for gleaming hair and youthful zest. 

In the 14th century/ a hermit prescribed a beauty potion 

made from rosemary flowers for lzabella/ Queen of 

Hungary. Izabella/ aged 72/ was infirm/ but after one year 

of using the hermies potion/ her strength and beauty had 

recovered to such an extent that the King of Poland 

expressed a desire to marry her. Rosemary has been used 

for many hundreds of years and is valued by herbalists as 

an effective stimulant - IIEven to sme[[ the scent of the 

leaves keeps one youngly/I Banckes Herbal/ 1525. 

~~~op, of ,"<em,,,, oil into I 0' (25ml) of w nflow" 

oi l. Massage the o il into your hair, d rawin g it right through to 

th e tips. Close your eyes and inhale the wonderful scent. 

Write your name on the paper with red ink, then dip the sprig 

of rosemary into the glass of spring water and chant : 

flDew of the sea enhance my charms! 

bring love and friendship into my arms.// 

Place th e paper in the spring water, so that the symbolic 

essence of you is d ispersed, then remove the paper when the 

ink has faded. Wash the o il out of your hair using the spring 

water as the final rinse. Wear the spri g of rosemary for the 

rest of the day to strengthen the magic of your spell. 





LookCood, 

FeelCood 

settles upon you. 

With its bright yellow flowers, the Celtic tribes saw 

St. John's wort (hypericum perforatum) as a symbol of the 

sun's healing and life-giving power. It is a king among 

magical plants, and protects against negative influences. 

~~f.~]oth 00 the floM "d <pdok], with, f,w dmp< 
of blood-red St. John's wort oiL Anoint the candles with several 

more drops of oil, and divide the flowers into two bunches. 

Seat yourself at the center of the circle of cloth and place a 

bunch of flowers at the edge of the cloth on each side of you. 

Light the candles and place them at the edge of the cloth, in 

front of and behind you. Pick two full, perfect blooms, and 

hold one in the upright palm of each hand. Focus your mind 

on the glow of the candle in front of you and chant: 

ffOh healing light! surround me now! 

relieve my spirit's darkest hour.!! 

Imagine the scented light being drawn from the candles into 

the flowers on your palms, and from there feel it permeating 

the whole of your body. Try to keep your concentration for 

about 20 minutes; when you rise the melancholy will fall 

from you. To complete the spell, take the two flowers in 

your hands and give them back to Mother Earth. 





Look Good, 
Feel Good 

If you a re not perfomling at your peak" peppermint, the flower of refreshment, will lift your spirits. 

Peppermint imentha piperita) was revered by the ancient 
Egyptians, Greeks, Chinese, Japanese, and Romans. 

Greek athletes used peppermint oil as a muscle toner before 

competit.ions and more generally as a refreshing perfume. 
The name comes from the Latin "mente/, meaning 

"thought/' and the Romans used it to stimulate the brain. 

you need to set aside half an hour at any time of the 
day or night for this ritual remedy. 

~~~P'~I", ,,, ,nd I"" " '0 ""P fo' 5-10 min"". 
Meanwhile, prepare a foot bath by adding 5 drops of 

peppermint oil to a large bowl of fairly hot water. Do this in a 

methodical manner, thinking only of the task in hand. Stir the 

peppermint oil into the water in a clockwise direction, and 

while you are watching the circles of oil disperse, chant: 

I(Dispel the cloud upon my brow I 

uplift my spirits here and now." 

Sit in a comfortable chair that hugs your body, and sip the tea 

as you soak your feet. Close your eyes and feel the warmth 

spreading up your body from your feet and meeting the hot 

peppermint tea you are drinking. As the warmth and essence 

engulf your senses, your whole body will glow, revitalized. 





Look Good/ 

Feel Good 

According to Native American beliefs/ we are spiritual 

beings on a human journey/ part of the one great spirit. Our 

bodies are shells that will/ like all living things/ return to 

Mother Earth when we die/ but our spirits wi[[ return to the 

whole spirit/ the unseen world . Many of us live in cities 

with little or no contact with Mother Earthi we no longer 

walk with nature/ in the embracing Circle of Life. This 

ritual will help to restore your spiritual balance. The colors 

red/ black/ ye[[ow/ and white represent the races of 

humanity and the four quarters of the Circle of Life. 

~1?~~ wh,,, yO" "" b, ,10"' with th, "",""I wodd. 
Imagine you are walking through a door, leaving your everyday 

world behind you. Walk in a clockwise direction until you feel a 

desire to stop; place your feather on th is spot. Continue to 

walk; if th is spot calls to you again, this is "your place ." If it 

does n't, repeat this process until you find "your place." 

Arrange the ribbon in a circle with the feather at its center. 

Place some colored beans in each quarter of the circle. Pick up 

the feather and sit in its place. Look around you and drink in 

the spirit of the place . Open all your senses and breathe the air 

common to all living beings; like a web, it connects you to 

them. Feel the breeze on your face, the feather in your hand, 

and become in balance. Keep the beans and feather safely, as a 

remind!;r to perform th is ritual as often as possible. 
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Feel Good 
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The magic of ancient civilizations provides a fascinating insight into 
today/s magic. Writings and artifacts from the ancient world of the 

Egyptians/ Babylonians/ and Greeks all allow intriguing glimpses into 
the magic of the past and how it has influenced present-day practices. 

cg~ Ao preserve them, hieroglyphics were 
The Egyptians were the master created. One of these hieroglyphics, the 

magicians in the ancient word. It was Eye of Horus, is often used in magic. 

said that 'Ten measures of magic Horus was the son of the two chief 

were given to the world. Egypt took CJ;'f€' of %7/U/!Y deities, Osiris and Isis. Osiris's 

nine, the rest took one." Egyptian brother Seth killed Osiris out of 

magic developed into a complex web 

of beliefs in reincarnation and the 

ability to see divinity in all things, 

both the living and the inanimate. 

They were the first to categorize magic 

into types: "ua" or "low magic" was 

magic for the physical world of health, 

money, and luck; "hekau" or "high 

magic" was associated with the spirit. 

Egyptian magic comes to us 

largely through 'The Book of the 

Dead," a source book of spells, 

rituals, and incantations to ward off 

danger and evil in the soul's long 

journey into the afterlife. 

To the Egyptians, words 

were magical, and in order 

jealously. Horus avenged his father by 

attacking Seth, but during the battle 

Seth gouged out Horus 's eye. The 

eye was considered a symbol of 
the soul in ancient Egypt, so 

without it, Horus would be 

denied entry to the afterlife. 

Thoth, the bird-headed god of 

reckoning, returned the eye to 

Horus in the form of an amulet. 

To guarantee entry into the 

underworld, ancient Egyptians 

used to place precious amulets featuring 

the eye on their dead. Haitian, Wiccan, 

Voodoo, Obeah, and Indian mystical 

traditions inherit the symbolism of the eye as 

the "all-seeing eye" or the " third eye." 



~~ 
The ancient empire 

of Babylon, situated in 

present-day Iran and 

Iraq, is a rich source of 

magic. The Babylonians 

developed a system of "knot 

magic," whereby they sought 

to control health, fortune, 

and love through tying and 

untying knots, and it is 

from Babylon that we have 

inherited the use of wax 

figures in magical ceremonies. 

A key figure in the Babylonian 

magical system is Ishtar, the 

goddess of fertility and love, 

who was invoked to exorcise 

evil spirits. The eight-rayed Star 

, of Ishtar was used as a protective 

talisman. Ishtar is the forerunner 

of the genie, a figure conjured up from smoke 

and incense to grant your every desire. 

cfj~ 
Today, we consider the ancient Creeks to 

Ancient Magic 

A significant aspect of 

Creek magic was the 

sacred "Qualities of 

Names," the belief that 

the life of a person is 

invested in his or her 

name. Names, alphabets, 

and letters were invested 

with great magical powers; 

,43RACAPA 11~" 
~B~AG"~A?> P. 
ABMCAD~!3 

the word "abracadabra" is 

of Creek origin. Originally the 

letters were written in the shape 

of a pyramid and worn around the 

Jl~RAGADA 
J/~"'AGAD 

" \?~t\CA 
",B~AC 

neck as a charm against evil. The 

-'\"~~ 
ABR. 

A17 
1 

letters were also used to ward off 

illness. Inscribed onto papyrus, they 

were thrown into an eastward-running 

stream, so that the disease as well as the 

letters were carried out to sea and erased. 

Ancient Creeks often would not reveal 

their names to casual acquaintances, so that 

harmful spells could not be carried out 

against them. Likewise in military campaigns, 

the names of battles or of generals could not 

be uttered in case they were overheard by the 

enemy and used to win advantage. 

have been logical and SCientific, 

yet in reality, the magical beliefs 

of old were merely cloaked 

in reason by the philosophers. 

Pythagoreans were renowned as 

mathematicians, but they also 

practiced magic, though infused 

with philosophical speculation. 

t1 (3AtI",. 6AVf.\~ &.. 
The Creeks also carried 

out sacrifices. When a new 

building was being erected, a 

cock, ram, or lamb would be 

killed and its blood let on the 

foundation stone, after which 

the animal would be buried 

beneath the stone. 
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Look Good, 
Feel Good 

Vervain (verbena officinalis) was one of the Druids' most 
sacred herbs, and was used to cleanse their a ltars, for 

divination, as amulets, and for their most important s pel ls. 
It was also mentioned in witch trials, w here it was thought 
to make the wearer invisible and able to fly. This spell wi l! 
not enable you to fly, but can certainly raise your spirits. 

~1~~~y you' vee,,'o I"ve< DO th, d,y of the fu ll moDo. 
then charge them with the moon's rays by facing the moon, 

holding the leaves in your outstretched hands, and repeating: 

{{Imbue my sacred herb with lightJ 

with power full both day and night." 

Now the vervain is charged, you may keep it to use whenever 

you wish. Before the massage, put the vervain leaves in boiling 

water and leave to infuse for ten minutes. Meanwhile, dilute 

2 drops of rose otto oil and 5 drops of sandalwood oil into 

1 oz. (25ml) of sunflower oil. Next, strain the infusion, add it to 

your bath water, and soak for at least 10 minutes to gain its full 

effect. In a warm room lit with the blue candles, massage 

yourself with the oil. Start with your legs, stroking from ankle 

to thigh, and travel up your body. Finish by covering your eyes 

with your hands and breathing deeply for a few seconds. 





Look Good/ 

Feel Good 
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A summer celebration carried out from 

the Andes to the Himalayas for physical well-being. 

This is a seven-day spell best performed at the time of 

the summer solstice/ June 21st. June is the time of the 

Ilstrawberry moon/ when European farmers used to gather 

their strawberries and other crops by the light of the moon. 

Lt is lIthe door to the year/ the time of maximum light and 

minimum darkness/ when the door symbolically opens to let 

the life-giving sunshine and all things good in/ and exclude 

evil spirits. Prepare the spell a few days before this date/ as 

you need to check that the mirrors are positioned correctly. 

~~e~~oom io yo", home thee ""h,, the "ely momiog 

sun, as you need to bathe yourself in solar light. Place each 

mirror behind a vase of flowers on opposite sides of the room, 

so that one of the mirrors will catch the sun's rays and reflect 

them onto the other mirror. Mark the candles into seven equal 

segments, and place them near the mirrors. As soon as the sun 

comes to your mirrors, light the candles. While the candles 

burn to the first mark, wrap the end of the ribbon around your 

right index finger and allow the rest to trail. Stand centrally 

between the mirrors, in the beam of light, and slowly turn 

clockwise, gathering the sun's rays to your body with the 

trailing ribbon and focusing the ray with your mind. Ask the 

sun for health and spiritual well-being and thank her for being 

with you. Repeat for the next six mornings, burning one 

segment of the candles on each morning of the spell. 





Look Good, 
Feel Good 

From classical mythology to country lore, the dew has 
always had magical significance as a beauty enhancer and 
giver of strength. Medieval alchemists collected dew for 

their potions and called it Ilwater from heaven. 11 Ladies and 

country girls alike would go to the fields to Ilmeet the dew ll 

and wash their faces with it. Perform this spell at dawn, 
whenever the weather is warm enough. 

~fl~ tho td,,1 pl,c, to p"foem tht, ,pell, b"t , ."d" 
lawn will suffice. Buy or pick a flower blossom the day before 

the spell, and keep it safe. Rise early the following morning, and 

dress in a robe and sandals. Holding the flower, go to your 

meadow in silence, inhaling deeply the sweet scent of morning. 

Remove your sandals and savor the velvety touch between your 

toes. Wash your face and hands in the dew, invoking: 

IIEmbrace me from the break of day 

to the setting of the sun! 

1 thank you air! fire! water! earth! 

blessed be the one. 1I 

If the inclination takes you, remove your robe and let the magic 

of the dew enfold the whole of your body. 





S
even spe[[s for attracting and 

keeping a [over. If you wish 

to attract a new love; or tip 

the balance with someone you have 

been attracted to for some time; these spells 

are for you. But bewarej this magic wi[[ not help 

if the person you have in mind is already in a loving 

relationship; or is unsuited to you. If you already have a 

partner and wish to spice things up; 

or encourage constancy; 

a [ittle loving magic may 

be just what you need. 





Catching 

& Keeping 

A sensual ritual from [ndia to enhance the libido. 

Prepare the following dish the day before you wish to use it! 

and put all your love into liThe Spices of life" as you work. 

Ingredients: 4 tbsp oil; 3 whole cloves; small piece of cinnamon bark; j green 

cardamom pod; 3 large onions; j tsp each of ground cumin, coriander, ginger, 

turmeric, and salt; /'r- l tsp chili powder, according to taste; 1 lb. 6 oz. (600g) 

meat, fish, or vegetables; 2 tsp mashed fresh gwlic; basmati rice. 

Method: Put the oil in a heavy pan, heat, and throw in cloves, cinnamon, and 

cardamom. After 2 minutes add chopped onions and cook on a medium heat for 

5 minutes. Mix all the other spices together and add to the onions. Cook slowly 

for 10 minutes, stirring occasionally. Add the meat, fish , or vegetables, 

stir well to coat with the spices, then add the garlic. Add enough water to 

cover the ingredients. For meat, simmer for 1:.0 hours; for fish or vegetables, 

simmer for :.0 hour When cool, place in a refrigerator till required. 

~~~",",l ,mb"",, by npo",;,g, few dmp' of the 
essential oils in the oil burner, and lighting the candles. Cook 

the rice and heat the main course. As you stir it, chant : 

I~um mani padme hum/! 

(Hail to the jewel in the lotus.) 

With your partner, partake of the wine and food. Afterwards, 

you will be in harmony with each other, and ready for anythin g! 
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An African dance ritual to seal your relationship. 

The ancient rites that mark the passage from one stage 
of existence to another often include dance rituals. 

Throughout Africa! dance rituals are performed foUowing a 
birth! the naming of a child! and at all other great occasions. 
For maximum effect! this dance should be performed in the 
open air with a full moon. If this is impractical! a small oil 

burner can be used inside your home instead of a fire. 

~~~~, p'''O" to , qui" ,pot wh", you "0 "fely light 
a small fire; this is the center of your magic circle . Take a drink 

of wine from the flask, which should only be used for magical 

purposes. Make a spacious circle with the pebbles and stay 

within that circle. Start by looking deeply into the fire, and 

when you both feel its spirit enter you, dance clockwise seven 

times around it . At the end, pluck a leaf from the branch, both 

of you moisten it with wine, then burn it on the fire , saying: 

Irrhis we have both shared; 

with fire; water; air; and earthj 

our hearts will now stand firm; 

and the seed of love will grow.!! 

Drink a toast and extinguish the fire with the remaining wine. 
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& Keeping 

An Italian potion of liqueur and herbsl long believed to have aphrodisiac qualities. 

Many expensive foods and drinks are said to act as 

aphrodisiacsJ but the only proven one is alcohol. "Stregall 

is the Italian word for Ilwitch.1I The liqueur called strega 

comes from the Benevento region of ItalYJ well known for 

witchcraft. Strega was said to have been brewed originally 

as a witch's potion. In EnglandJ meadJ which is made from 

honeYJ was considered to be an aphrodisiac. It was drunk 

for one month after a weddingJ to make the couple sexually 

potent. This is the origin of the word l'honeymoon. 1I 

liqueurs and wines are the best stimulantsJ but should 

only be taken in small quantitiesJ with a little magic 

thrown in for special effect. In ItalYJ basil was worn by 

courting couples as an emblem of love. 

~!~~'" co;, dw to YO" "ot;i thoc' ;, , f"1I ma"" 
then hold it in the palm of your hand under the moonlight, 

focusing your mind on your lover, to charge the coin with the 

moon 's power. When you have done so, and on the night you 

wish to use the "Loving Cup," pass the charged silver coin 

over enough basil and sage leaves to line the bottom of the 

goblets. This will transfer the moon 's power to your love 

potion . Line the goblets with the charged leaves and pour in 

the liqueur; leave for one hour before partaking with your 

partner. The mood for love will enter you both quite quickly. 





Catching 

& Keeping 

A spell based on ancient Mayan traditions to help you see your future love. 

The Maya communicate between this world and the 

/lother world/l with words. All spirits speak/ whatever their 

material appearance/ and words are the essential thread 

that link us to those spiritual forces . Focusing on an 

obsidian stone/ the Iistone of light/, will help you to 

communicate with this spirit world and see a future lover. 

Such visions require great concentration and diligence/ and 

should be accompanied with offerings of maize gruel/ the 

basic food of life and a primeval sacred liquid. 

~1~~~ m,'" gruel by m'x',g, little ,,,',, Oooe "d 
spring water, and heating gently unti l the mixture thickens. 

When the gruel has cooled, purify the obsidian stone by 

coating it with some gruel. It is important that you do this 

with your hands and no other medium. Place the obs idian 

stone in the bowl, and fill to just above the stone with spring 

water. Rinse your hands in some spring water to remove the 

remaining gruel. Light the blue candles and place them on one 

side of the bowl. Seat yourself on the other side, facing the 

bowl and candles. Concentrate firstly on the candles, speaking 

your wishes in a soft, singsong voice. Continue speaking and 

transfer your gaze to the obsidian. Look deeply into the stone 

and focus on your words becoming part of it. You may have to 

repeat this spell several times before you are ready to "see." 





Catching 
& Keeping 

IfJItlgic if -the 
The magic of the Americas is as vast and varied as the continent it 
spans. Many relics of this continent's magical and ritual past have 
survived/ and some traditions are still practiced by native peoples. 

~ .s;I(meJUcan, 
The sacred circle or hoop was central to all 

Native American life and magic. 

A circle represented the 

belief that life was a 

complex web where 

everything and everyone 

is connected. With its center 

equidistant from any point on the 

circumference, the circle reflected 

the belief that all life force, man or 

mineral, was equal. If one part of the 

circle was damaged, this would in time 

be detrimental to the other parts, as we 

all share one Mother Earth. 

The medicine wheel was used 

in over 500 different systems of 

belief in North America, and 

some existing wheels date back 

over 1000 years. They were constructed from 

stones and aligned to the summer solstice. 

Medicine bundles were also kept, and their 

contents, such as feathers, pebbles, seeds, 

wood, and animal claws, represented allies in 

the natural world. The bundles were used for 

protection, seeking visions, and sun dances, 

and the contents were sacred. 

Feathers were worn as they were 

believed to possess spiritual qualities, 

which were embodied by the bird from 

which the feathers came. The eagle was 

regarded as the most spiritual of birds, 

with the best vision and the ability to fly 

to great heights, carrying the prayers of 

the people to the "great spirit." Its 

feathers were used to 

S~ ?e<vduv7/ decorate shields and 

fetishes. Ritual rattles 

were used to scare away 

evil spirits. Native American 

rituals and magic were designed to 

bring its people into harmony with 

themselves and as part of the Circle of Life. 

~ 
To capture the wisdom of the universe, the 

Mayans built vast and beautiful temples at the 

top of pyramids. Ball courts were erected 

close to the temples, and a ritual game, which 

included sacrifices, was played there to 



appease the life-giving 

powers. Mayan magic 

was based around the 

growing of maize. A 

special gruel of maize and 

water was offered to the 

maize god, Ah Mun, and 

other deities in elaborately 

painted vessels; the gruel 

represented life and rebirth. 

Itzamna was the chi ef 

god of the Mayans; he was 

benevolent, and bestowed the 

gifts of drawing and writing, 

and arranging land holdings. 

The Mayans believed 

they had two souls, one of which 

was invisible and divided into 

thirteen parts. These parts could 

be stolen by evil witches and sold 

to the earth lord, Ah Puch. Shaman 

seers would try to find the 

missing piece with the aid of 

"talking stones," which were 

'?!IUUUn.1Ul/ used to focus spiritual forces 

and for visionary journeys. 

'Talking stones," or "stones of light," 

are one precursor of the crystal balL 

?)JUtit-
The magical world of the Inuit, or 

Eskimo, contained a celestial world 

above and an underworld below, 

dominated by the goddess Sedna. 

Magic of the 

Americas 

Sedna's father had 

found his daughter so 

unruly that he took her far out to sea 

in a boat, to cast her overboard. 

Sedna held tightly to the side of the 

boat, but her father 

chopped off her 

fingers, 

which 

turned into 

seals when they 

touched the water. 

The sea is the most 

important source of 

food to the Inuit, and 

shamans and other members 

of the group performed 

masked rituals to ensure its 

continued bounty, invoking the help of the 

moon spirit, the mighty hunter. 

Belts made of bird skulls and talons were 

worn for protection while hunting on land. 

The spirits of animals were charmed, so 

they could only be killed out of 

necessity Thanks were given 

to appease the spirits, 

and any unused parts of 

the animal had to be 

returned to the place 

where it had been 

trapped, so that 

its spirit could 

be reborn. 
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Traditionally, the wood of the spindle (euonymus europaeus) 
was used to spin wool, mostly by unmarried girls known as 
"spinsters." A round stone with a whole in the middle was 

fitted over the end of the spindle to keep it turning, and so 
grew its association with the male and female. If you 

cannot obtain spindle, willow will work just as well, or buy 
a ready-made spindle. To attract a special lover, carry out 

this spell on a Friday, the day sacred to Venus, goddess of 
love, and on a waxing moon for maximum power. 

~~~u, ;d,,1 p,rtnn, ",rt ,h;, 'P'" on, moonl;, F,;d,y 
evening. Picture his or her physical and spiritual being in your 

mind 's eye, and attach a magical name to him or her. Inscribe 

this name on the side of the candle using the cocktail stick. On 

a narrow strip of paper, write your name down, then braid the 

ribbons around the paper, keeping your ideal partner in your 

mind 's eye all the while . Take the braided ribbons, candle, and 

spindle to the moonlight, asking Venus to bless them. Set the 

candle down and light it. Concentrate on its glow and picture 

yourself hand-in-hand with your new love. Wind the braided 

ribbons around the spindle in a clockwise direction as you 

watch the candle melt your lover 's name. Seal each end of the 

ribbon to the spindle with melted wax. Keep the spindle close 

to you when you go to bed. Unbraid the ribbons the following 

day to free the spell and bring love to your side. 
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attract the man or woman of your dreams. 

This spell originates from old Germany/ where roses were 

emblems of silence. A white rose/ or sometimes simply a 

symbol of a white rose/ was worn by those wishing to speak 

secretly to each other. In Germany and other parts of the 

Low Countries/ a rose was often sculpted or painted over 

the banqueting tablesi words spoken beneath it were not to 

be revealed. Amorous chatter/ in particular/ would remain 

secret as the rose was sacred to Venus/ the goddess of love/ 

who is said to have blushed when Jupiter caught sight of 

her bathing/ turning a white rose to red. Perform this spell 

in June at the time of a waxing moon. 

~1~~ ,nd, whit, M', th,y ,ho"'d not b, '""y op,n . 
Older varieties with a luscious scent are preferable, such as 

"Mme Hardy" or "Boule de Neige" wh ite roses, and "Souvenir 

de Docteur Jamain" or "Cardinal de Richelieu" red roses. On 

the scroll of paper, write a description of the ideal lover you 

would like to attract. Wrap the scroll around the lock of your 

hair. Take the two roses and cut them both in half. Place a white 

half to a red half, enclosing both the scroll and the lock of your 

hair between them. Bind the two halves together with the pink 

ribbon, kiss each half, then cast them into running water, such 

as a stream or fountain. Bury the remaining halves of the roses 

together in the earth, asking Venus to bless your spell. 



Oh Venusl please 
bring a lover to mel 

full of warmth and 
wit and sensuality 
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~~ -Hv ~teh ! . 
A spell from Eastern Europe to ensure your partner1s fidelity. 

The marigold (calendula officinalis) has long been a symbol 
of endurance. The word Ilcalendulall comes from the Latin 
Ilcalends/ which means the first day of the month. In the 

MediterraneanJ its native c1imateJ this cheerful flower 
blooms on the first day of every month of the yearJ giving it 

an affinity to women and their cycle. In BritainJ the 
marigold used to be called IIhusband/s dial/ or Iisummeris 

bride/ and was often used in wedding garlands and strewn 
before the bridels cottage door. The marigold has been 
described as the Ilcomforter of the heart and spirits.11 

M"~~!" ",,,tly d;g 'Om, ,,"h Imm yo", lov,," m 
partner 's footprints . It need not be enough to fill the pot 

completely, but a portion of the soil must come from this 

source. On a full or waxing moon, when the lunar power is at 

its height, in late spring or summer, sow your seeds in the pot . 

As you sow them, hum or sing gently, thinking loving thoughts 

about your partner. Place your pot by a sunny window, and 

water and nurture with care. These are special plants and should 

not be picked, or the strength of the spell will be sapped. 

In the fall , gather the seeds together and save them to plant 

the following year in the same way. If you have a garden, 

choose a special patch for these seeds of love. Marigolds will 

self-seed for many years to come, symbolizing constancy and 





S
even spells for wealth and success in 

your career or a business venture! 

and for special luck in money 

Bagging Stress 

matters. These spells wi II not 

automatically lead you to the pot of 

gold at the end of the rainbow! but they 

will enhance your chances of attracting luck 

and good fortune! and pave your way 

forward. As with most things in life! 

it is the effort and 

sincerity you put 

into your magic I 

that wi II reap • 

rich dividends. 

Shoon Lore Sweating it Out Career Carer 



Burying the 
Hatchet 

Work Blessing Apple and Sea 



Fame & 
Fortune 

you with the strength to overcome a stressful situation. 

We all suffer from stress at one time or another/ and in a 
workplace it is often difficult to reverse the situation. This 

spell can be taken to your workplace or used in other 
stressful situations/ with minimum disturbance. For healing 

and magic/ the earth or Mother Earth/ from whence all 
things spring/ is unsurpassed. Add a little borage/ the 

flower of courage/ and some of your own essence/ and even 
the most difficult of predicaments can be overcome. 

~~~~~ll b'g It "n b, very pl'in "d 'impl', but it i, 
important that you stitch it together yourself by hand, so that 

you are putting your self-essence into it. The bag needs to be 

large enough for you to get both hands inside, with a 

drawstring to secure it. As a special touch, embroider your 

initials on it in your favorite color. On a bright, sunny day; 

collect a few handfuls of dry earth and some borage flowers. 

Feel the sun's rays warming your body and the flowers and so il 

in your hands, and store the memory carefully. Dry the borage 

flowers, then place them with the earth in your bag. Pull the 

drawstring to secure them. Keep the bag in an accessible place. 

When things are going badly or you need a pick-me-up, 

it will only take a few moments to place your hands in the 

bag, touch the dried borage flowers, reflect on your stored 

memories, and let Mother Earth work her magic. 





Fame & 
Fortune 

A Scottish chann for when you require luck with money. 

Ln many parts of the world/ II shoonll - an old Scottish word 

for shoes - have special significance/ partly because they are 

seen as a symbol of authority. The father of an Anglo

Saxon bride would give one of his daughterls shoes to her 

new husband/ who would then touch her on the head with 

it/ to symbolize the passing of authority over her from her 

father to her husband. From as far back as the ancient 

Hebrews/ people have associated shoes with the sou!. 

Shoes were also thrown after boats to convey luck. For this 

good-luck charm to work/ the shoes must a lways be old. 

/1;\1E~Y mom;og, ch"g, the gold co;o w;th the pow" of 
the sun's rays by holding it up in fro nt of you and saying: 

// What 1 see! may it increase! 

so I may have financial peace// 

Place the gold coin in the left shoe, then put both shoes on . 

Walk clockwise in a circle three times, then remove the shoes 

and place them in a T shape where they will not be disturbed. 

Do exactly the same for three consecutive days. On the third 

day, transfer the coin to your most regularly worn shoes. Tape 

the coin inside your shoe and wear it there as often as possible. 

Do not spend this coin and it will bring you luck. 





Fame & 
Fortune 
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~~ A~'AQ,~;ng 
clarity to a special problem. 

To Native Americans; the body is a manifestation of the 

spirit; and to solve a problem you have to be in harmony 

with your spirit. Although the "sweat lodge/' is associated 

with Native Americans; the ancient Celts; Russians; 

Japanese; and other European nations had their own sweat 

houses or baths. Sweating helps to remove toxins from the 

body; bringing both physical and spiritual balance. 

A~~;"n" <W'"t lodg, - ,mnnd 10 ;n 
(25cm) high - from the willow twigs and string 

by bending and tying the twigs to form a dome 

shape. Drape the cloth over it, leaving a small 

gap to represent the door. The sweat lodge is your link to the 

spirit world . Place seven stones and a sage leaf inside and say: 

IIMitakuye oyasin.1I 

(We are aU related.) 

This acknowledges your place in the Circle of life. Take the 

remaining stone and sage leaf with you to a local sauna. Hold 

them in your hands, close your eyes, and think about "mitakuye 

oyasin. " As your body cleanses itself, clarity will return. Place 

the stone and sage leaf with the others when you return home, 

and within 24 hours you will have the answer to your problem. 





Fame & 
Fortune 

An annual English ritual to pave the way for a good career. 

Although the oak and acorn are linked closely to the British 
Isles} the oak tree grows all over Europe. The ancient 
Druids planted sacred oak groves as guardians} and 

marriages took place under isolated oaks that also marked 
the boundaries of a district. In England} some still stand to 
this day. The native people of California revered the oak as 

their {{world tree/, the acorn symbolizing the cosmic egg} 

from which all life came} and the tree itself symbolizing the 
cosmic axis} sacred to the Earth Mother. The acorn 

represents achievement and great efforti the oak tree 
represents durability} resolution} and truth. A Thursday 

with a waxing moon is ideal for starting this spell. 

~~~,y momiog, light the ''''" "odl" Clo" yo", 
eyes and imagine the candle's light holding you in a safe 

cocoon. Write your name on the piece of paper, followed by 

any ambitions you have for your career. Extinguish the candle, 

and keep it to use again later. For the whole of the day, keep 

the acorns, silver coin, and paper in a pocket or pouch close to 

you. On returning home from work, light the candle again, and 

pass the acorns and silver swiftly through its flame. Wrap the 

acorns and silver coin in the paper and bury them in your 

garden, or another favorite spot. Repeat this spell at yearly 

intervals for continuing career success. 





Fame & 
Fortune 

Due to the vastness of Africa! no unified concept 
of magic ever developed that encompassed the 

beliefs of the whole continent. The abundance 
of animal life did! however! lead to a common 

belief in animal gods and spirits. 

~&Il~ 
Less than 1000 years ago, 

the Sahara Desert was a 

fert ile pasture land. Rock 

paintings at Tassili n'Ajjer 

show verdant grasslands, 

teaming game, and rivers 

running with fish. In the 

Sahara and Sahel regions, 

the universe was thought 

of as a "cosmic tree." 

People planted symbolic 

trees around oases to 

represent the tiers of the 

universe: a vine for the 

above world, a grenadine 

tree for the earth, and a fig 

tree for the world below. 

The Yoruba. carried out 

divination using palmnuts. 

The ceremony was called 

the "Ifa oracle," and the 

diviner was always male. 

Dance and masks played a 

huge part in magic and myth, 

and encapsulated the story 

of mankind. The Dogon 

fashioned their masks in caves, away from the 

prying eyes of the non-initiates. The masks 

were used in initiation and funeral rites, and 

for warding off bad spirits. Expulsion rituals 

in Togo involved cleaning the whole village. 

All the evils collected were bundled into 

leaves and creepers, which were hung on 

poles outside the village. The next morning 

the women swept their hearths, and the 

sweepings were taken to a mountain, where 

they were ceremoniously thrown away. 

~&Il~ 
This equatorial forest region is the great 

mythical Africa, littered with secret societies, 



sorcerers, healers, and tree spirits. The old 

Nsoro secret society wore black masks with 

protruding eyes, played musical instruments, 

and had their own insignia. The chief of the 

the waters of the 

earth, linking the 

two together. The 

mythology of the 

Teke was believed to be surrounded by a cosmic serpent was 

sacred aura that allowed him to see into the to all African regions. 

next world. His mysterious power was Witch doctors were 

reinforced by the decoration of his face both medical and spiritual 

and garments and the possession of ~ healers The Caffres used 

magical objects Leopard teeth were goats to transfer illness 

used for his necklace, confernng the (2) from villagers. The goat was 

animal's strength to him, and cowne daubed with the blood of 

shells were worn in a band around %UU"l/'-'0 the sick person and set loose away 

his head, representing connection sl'-'0tts from habitation. In some places the 

with spiritual forces. animal was sacrificed, hence the term 

Komo soothsayers wore oval masks during 

nighttime divination sessions, and decorated 

themselves with feathers, bark belts, ivory 

bracelets, and bells. Protection amulets, made 

of natural materials such as nutshells and 

wood, were carried in leather pouches, as in 

most other African regions. 

S~.s4~ 
As in other parts of Africa, most of the rituals 

that took place here were collective and for 

the benefit of the community To bring rain, 

the Zulu would kill a "heaven bird" and throw 

it into a pool, so that rain would fall in 

ympathy likewise, the women buried their 

children up to their necks in the earth, and 

howled in a pitiful voice, hoping the sky 

would soften and rain in pity The great 

serpent was seen as one of the prime forces of 

reation, with its head in the sky and its tail in 

"scapegoat. " The casting and interpreting 

of bones is an ancient form of 

divination. Each bone had a positive 

side, which was decorated, and a 

negative side, which was left 

plain . The bones came from 

different animals, and were 

chosen for the qualities displayed 

by those animals. 



Fame & 
Fortune 

If you have a difficult meeting coming UPJ or you need to 

put problems with your work colleagues behind YOUJ this 

ritual will help. It will free your mind of irrelevant grudgesJ 

and enable you to remain calm for any ordeal ahead. In 
Native American meetingsJ or councilsJ the members sat in 

a circle to show thatJ like the spokes of a wheelJ every 

member's input was of equal value. At the start of a 

councilJ prayers were spoken and the sacred peace pipe 

shared. The aim of the council was to put the whole tribe 

back in balance rather than apportion guilt: no one should 

judge another person without "walking in their moccasins." 

~1h~0] of yo", wock, fo, ",mp], , bu;i"" ",d, oc 
of the grudge. If you cannot find a suitable symbol , write a 

description of your work or the grudge on a small piece of 

paper. A short while before you go to the meeting, wipe your 

face and hands with the sage; it is a powerful purifier. At the 

same time, close your eyes, think about the meeting or grudge, 

and let go of any preconceived ideas or worries you may have . 

Put the symbol of your work or grudge, one feather, and the 

sage leaves together, and bind them with string. Do this with a 

positive frame of mind, then bury the bundle in the ground, 

leaving the past behind. Put the remaining feather into a pocket 

or bag and take it into the meeting with you. Touch it whenever 

you need t.O restore your balance, or talk, at the me. eting~ 

\~p 
~:::..-





Fame & 
Fortune 
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~!!im~o~",:~Jtn ~ 
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business over the coming year. 

This spell originates from Ireland and is traditionally 

performed in February at 1mbolc, one of the eight festivals 

in the Celtic calendar. Birgit, the goddess of creativity, is 

transformed from her winter appearance of the withered 

hag into a radiant spring bride, symbolizing new life. 

Originally, this spell would have been performed near to 

the hearth, the center of the home, and would have 

included the whole family, with the women and children 

fashioning the garland of ivy and the men providing the 

token offering. If you have no hearth, you can use red 

candles placed in a small circle. 

~!t~~vy md ",,[oliy ["hioo it iolo' ",d,od, "kiog 
the shape of a St. Bridget's knot. Lay the garland by th e 

hearth or candles, in the circle of li ght. With love and care, 

decorate the whole garland with the 

ribbons, which should be in all your 

favorite colors. Place the symbol of 

your work, for example a business 

card, in the center of the knot, then 

place a token offering next to it. The 

token could be a flower or a coin, for 

example . Mix a spoon of honey into a glass of 

warm milk, take a drink, and ask for help with 

your work for the coming year. 





Fame & 
Fortune 

7$ 

Ln almost every country it growsl the apple tree has been 
revered and thought magical. Ln Englandl King Arthur 

recovered from his wounds in the Vale of Avalonl the Apple 
Vale. Ln Lrelandl apple trees could not be bought with 

moneYI but only by bartering another living thing for theml 
as they were considered too sacred to be tarnished by 

money. Start this spell at the beginning of a business 
venturel and continue it for 28 daysl a lunar month cycle. 

~1h~ of you, bu,;""" ob,,;" ,om, 'pplo log, 0' , f,w 
twigs . Be sure to touch the tree and ask for its blessing before 

taking the wood. Soak the apple wood in sea water or brine for 
28 days, then dry the wood and burn it on a bonfire or hearth -

the smells are a delight! Although wood is best, if you have 
been unable to obtain any, dry some apple slices, place them 

around an oil burner, and vaporize some of your favorit e 
essential oil. As the wood or oil burns, repeat three times: 

((May luck continue in my handJ 

and blossom like an apple bough.11 

Your business will gradually grow and become successful. Do 
not worry if you have only been able to burn oil or a very small 

quantity of wood; this will not affect the quantity of luck. 





S
even spells for faml[y harmony and 

fert1lity. At times! a we[[-ba[anced 

home and family life are difficult to 

achieve. This selection of spe[[s wi [[ 

help you to improve the aura of your 

homej you wi [[ find that other aspects 

of fam1ly life wi[[ then automatica[[y 

fa[[ into place. A happy! relaxed home! 

free from negative spirits! is a ferti [e 

home for mind and body. Even the 

most daunting of relations and the most 

fractious of chi [dren can be dealt with 

effectively with a [ittle bit of magic. 

Oimelc Nuts 
and Honey 

Heather Besom Mistletoe Ritual Camomile 
Calmer 



House of Life Rowan and 
Red Ribbon 

Relative Values 



Labor 

of Love 

Celtic wisdom to aid conception. 

IIOimelc" means "ewe/s mi[k/ and is the Celtic name for 

the early part of February; when the new lambs are born. It 

has always been a great time of rejoicingj the birth of the 

new lambs heralds a renewal of life after the cold winter 

months; with the first green buds of spring appearing and 

fresh milk to drink. Today; ewels milk is usually thought of 

as an unusual hea[thfoodj in the past, it was an essential 

part of the staple diet, and easier to digest than COWlS milk. 

~ ~~~m' yO" decid, yO" wi,h to b,com' p"gmt, 

include ewe's milk yogurt, hazelnuts, and honey in your diet , 

on a daily basis. At the same time, spend at least 1 0 minutes 

each day outdoors, whatever the weather, rain or shine. You 

can do this with your partner, or alone if you prefer. It should 

be a silent time when you become as one with your body, 

letting it absorb the natural rhythms of cosmic energy. Even if 

you live in the center of a city, search with your senses for al1 

th e little nuances of Mother Nature. Feel the rain as it fal1 s; 

don 't hide from it, welcome it. Watch the light dance in its 

droplets. listen for birdsong, close your eyes, and let your ears 

find the source. Open your eyes again, and take al1 the 

thin gs around you into your heart . Nurture them 

within you, and let them grow to give you a deeper 

contentment and understanding of your inner self 

and the natural wonders that surround you. 





Labor 

of Love 

An old Engl ish ritual to chase negative spirits from your home. 

There are many traditions linked to the besom/ or broom/ 

not least its association with witches. In medieval England/ 

besoms were regarded as essentially feminine tools/ and if a 

woman wished to show she was not at home/ she set a 

broom outside her door. Made from birch/ heather/ or broom 

twigs/ they were used for gypsy marriages. Known as 

Ilbroomstick weddings/' the ceremony involved the couple 

jumping back and forth over the broom/ holding hands all 

the while, before a rush ring was placed on the girl's finger. 

Besoms are still avai lable commercially/ but any broom 

will do if you have difficulty finding a besom. 

~~~ 'pdl 0" 'w'"'"g moo". S"",og" th, h,gh,,, 
room in your home, sweep backward through each doorway, 

symbolically chasing out all bad feelings. At the threshold to 

your home, sweep backward with a vengeance, then hold the 

besom aloft and shake it three times into the wind, turning 

in a counterclockwise direction and saying: 

'ISpirits fly with the windj 

be banished from my w ay.11 

Finish the spell by lighting the incense stick in the center of 

your home to sweeten the atmosphere. 





Labor 

of Love 

~B{Jv }fj~ ri(~ 

rt=11J 
d(~c1oJk 
and~ta1k' 

A Druidic ritual to promote fertility-

This is a symbolic ritual! designed to put you at ease with 
the forces of nature and thus aid conception. Mistletoe! or 

II all-heal/ was a sacred plant to the Druids. It was a 

symbol of immortality and fertility! and was closely linked 
with magic and medicine. Mistletoe was the soul of the 
great oak tree! and in the language of flowers! mistletoe 

means III surmount all difficulties.J/ Mistletoe grows high in 

the branches of the trees! in the in-between world! and is 
golden and green when its host is bare of foliage. 

~h~Of th, n'w moon, m,k, , 'impl, l"tility ,It" by 
draping a green cloth over a small table or shelf. Adorn the altar 

with the mistletoe and green candles. You can add any other 
green plants, flowers, or natural elements that have a special 

significance for you. If you have a personal charm, place this on 
the altar as well to give added strength to your magic. 

Each day, stand by the altar and ask the moon goddess to bless 
you with the powers of creation. At the same time, gently 
massage your abdomen with the moonstone, and carry the 

moonstone with you at all times, Moonstones come in a 
variety of different shades; a white or yellow stone is the best 

to use in conjunction with the full moon. On the first 
full moon after you began the ritual, take a single mistletoe 

berry from your altar and place it in the forked branch of a tree. 
Continue to do this as each full moon arrives . 





Labor 

of Love 

An A nglo-Saxon spell to appease argumentative children. 

In Europe, in the Middle Ages, camomile was hung over 

babies' cots to protect them . To the Anglo-Saxons, it was 

one of the nine sacred herbs, and used as a calmative. ln the 

language of flowers, camomile is called the " flower of 
equilibrium." There are times when nothing can seem to 

stop children from fighting, so exercise this spell with your 

fractious children when you need a little peace and quiet. 

~~'~IP' get yo", ch;td" o to m,k, , o mom;t, 'of",oo. 
Add 1 Y. oz. (30g) of dried camomil e Rowers or 2):; oz. (75g) 

of fresh Rowers to 17 R. oz. (500ml) of bo iling water, in a 

teapot, and leave to infuse for around ten minutes. Using a 

strai ner, pour yourself a cup to drink, and then strain th e rest 

into a bowl and leave to cool. While it is coolin g, get the 

children to fill the pot with soil, and plant a camomile each. 

Teach them this rhym e to chant as they work: 

If Show us the charm ot floweTs/ 

sing us the spell of peace. II 

When they have finished, let them wash their hands in the 

warm infusion, together, minglin g their esse nces, th en water the 

pl ants with it . Tell your ch ildren they may make a wish as they 

water the plants, if they agree to be fri ends. 





labor 

of Love 

In most of Europe! witchcraft was actua[[y the remains of local 
pagan religions. These religions survived for at least 1000 years 

after the introduction of Christianity. 

9;1uv sit 7k of ~ CWWv 
The word "witchcraft" means, simply, "the art 

of the wise." Since the 15th century, the word 

has been solely applied to those practicing 

magic, whether male or female. ·Witchcraft is 

still practiced in Europe. In France "esbats, " 

weekly meetings of witches, still take place, 

and in Italy, in spite of the Christian Church, 

"Ia vecchia religione" has many followers. 

In the 16th and 17th centuries, the huge 

number of witches sentenced 

to torture and death shows 

how widespread witchcraft 

was, and the sincere belief 

everyone had in it. The 

persecution of witches 

spread rapidly throughout 

Europe, and thousands of 

the seasons. In fact, the 

Christian church also 

held festivals on 

these days, but they 

had become Saints 

Days, to dissociate 

the celebrations from 

their pagan origins. 

Fertility rites for crops and 

animal herds attracted special 

attention from the Christian 

witch hunters, so the poorest 

people living close to nature, who 

used herbs and words to heal, and who 

were in many cases totally unaware that 

innocent people were ~:iI!:==:.:I!"E::!!!!!!!IIiiI they were witches, suffered most. 

killed. In England, 200 CW~ Ironically, even the most Christian of 

witches were executed on ~ ~$/ Christian symbols, the cross, dates back to 

evidence given by a single 

man, Matthew Hopkins, the witch finder. 

Many of these people merely celebrated 

the pagan feast days and natural festivals of 

pagan times, thousands of years before 

Christ. The cross is a cosmic symbol, a tree 

of life, connecting heaven and earth; the 

vertical arm represents spirituality and the 



European Magic 

horizontal arm the earthly dimension. A 

cross was often placed inside a 

are held on Midsummer's Eve in many 

parts of Europe, during which cattle 

are driven through the fires for 

\{"'~~=:j,"'--:~";::JJ protection. Couples jump over the 

circle, which represented the sun 

and eternity; together they 

symbolized the earth and the 

revolution of the four seasons. This 

symbol was used for luck and protection 

in many forms of natural magic. 

d(~cuu1~ 
The god of the witch cult was always called 

the devil. Devil literally means "little god;" 

when a new religion surfaces, the god of the 

old religion often becomes the devil of the 

new one. The devil was believed to be 

incarnate in a human being or animal. The 

earliest example of the devil appearing in 

human and animal guise is recorded on the 

walls of a cave in Ariege, in southern France; 

it shows a man dressed in a stag's skin and 

wearing antlers. In Germany and France, the 

goat disguise was common, and probably 

derived from the god Cernunnos. 

The use of familiars for divining was 

widespread throughout Europe. The leader 

of a coven of witches would dictate which 

animal each witch would use as his or her 

familiar. In France, the familiar was always a 

toad, which was consulted before any new 

venture was started. To this day, fire festivals 

'Wbt.ol\,':;, 

lanvdia/I/ 

flames, throw mugwort and vervain 

into the fire, and say: "Mayall my ill

luck depart and be burnt up with 

these." A lighted stick is then I 
taken to rekindle the home fire. 

Transference magiC was also 

practiced in Europe, based on the 

belief that an affliction (jj>UY:;'fUYl/UAj 

could be transferred from 

a person to an animal or 

even an object. In Wales, 

an illness was commonly 

transferred to a chicken, 

and 111 Italy, a fever was 

cured by tyll1g it to a tree. 

~~ 

runes were, and stIli are, 

used for dlvll1ation. The 

rumc system used today C;i<£e,U1Af 

probably origll1ated 111 the f 
3rd century S.c. Each runic symbol 

represents a letter of the alphabet, but 

also has a more magical 

meaning, such as fertility or ~ 'it,wcl", 
prosperity Runic divination 

involves casting or throwing 

stones bearing runic symbols, (jj>'UYI.<w/A.,(y/1/ 

and interpreting them. 



Labor 

of Love 

An Egyptian spell to rid the home of 

The Egyptians trusted implicitly in the power of magic. 
Their hieroglyphics tell us that: liThe word creates all 

things: everything that we love and hatel the totality of 

being. Nothing IS before it has been uttered in a 
clear voice.11 You can perform this spell on your own 

or with other members of your family. 

~1~,~n "king p"t ,hould fi'" cI"",, th,m"I", by 
taking a bath containing 7 drops of their favorite oil and a 

teaspoonful of salt, the emblem of eternity and immortal life . 

Divide the rosemary, sage, and olives (these are substitutes for 

olive flowers , the flowers of peace) into four portions, and place 

a portion in each corner of your home. Quietly put the spring 

water in a bowl, and with your fingertips , sprinkle some in all 

the rooms of your home. All those performing the spell shoul d 

stand in a circle around the remaining spring water. Pass th e 

ribbon in a circle around everybody, turn clockwise, and chant : 

Ilyou who enter; do not enter with ill feeling. 

[ have uttered these words over the sacred herbs; 

placed in all corners of our home; 

and l have sprinkled each room with sacred water. 

May it not be haunted by any spirit. 11 





Labor 

k~M) ~ ~ ~ f\i6~mr1Jt 
A Druidic chann to bless and protect your home. 

The rowan tree/s name is thought to have come from the 
Norse word Ilruna;'1 meaning II a charm." The rowan is the 

tree of protection! and for hundreds of years its wood has 
been cut to use as amulets. Rowans are often found near 
ancient stone circles! and the Druids used both the wood 
and berries in magical rites. In Scotland! many old houses 

have chimney lintels made of rowan wood! and on May's 
Eve! rowan berries were fastened to COWlS tails to protect 

them from evil spirits! abroad on that magical night. 

~~~o, the" cow," tw;g;. They rno" be 'ppco,;rn,"iy 

the correct length - around 1 0 in. (25cm) - as you must not 

cut them with a knife. Before taking the twigs, pour a libation 

of ale at the foot of the tree, to ask for its blessing. Bind the 

twigs into a cross shape with the red ribbon. Place this talisman 

to your forehead, to your heart, and then kiss it. Carry it 

through all the rooms of your home, circling each one with the 

talisman in your outstretched hand. Walk backward through 

your front door, and secure the rowan above the door. 

For continued protection, this ritual should be repeated four 

times a year, on "quarter days" - March 25th, June 24th, 

September 29th, and December 25th. To fully 

appreciate its beauty and efficacy, plant a 

rowan tree near your home or in a large 

pot placed to catch the morning sun. 





Labor 

of Love 
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If for no apparent reason your relationship with your 

relatives is strained/ a magical approach may ease the 

situation. Before you perform this spell/ analyze the reasons 

for the rift. It is important for you to be as positive as 

possible/ and to avoid areas of conflict/ to stabilize the 

relationship. Perform this spell on a waning moon/ 

to help you drive out the negative feelings. 

~~~~I'hO", 00 th, moiog of, w,oiog mooD. Beroce 
they arrive, collect the ingredients, which represent the fou r 

elements, and place them in the north, south, east, and west of 

the room where you will be entertaining, as follows: 

Flowers; representing earth; in the northi 

an incense stick; representing air; in the easti 

a golden candle; representing fire; in the southi 

some rose water; representing water; in the west. 

This will create a magical balance to help proceedings run 

smoothly. Make an effort to provide plentiful refreshments for 

your guests, to demonstrate your positive attitude. Light the 

candle and the incense stick shortly before your guests arrive, 

and repeat the spell at appropriate intervals. 





S
even spe[[s to 

enhance your 

enjoyment of 

holidays and festival days/ and to 

wish you good speed on any journeys 

undertaken. A strong tradition of celebrating 

ancient festivals remains with us. Calendars may 

now show different holiday names/ such as Easter 

and Christmas/ but many of them echo 

customs and rituals that date back 

to pre-Christian times/ with 

more than a hint of magic in 





High Days 

& Holidays 

to keep your journeys smooth and free from mishap. 

Ginger has an honorable history: it was praised by 

Confucius/ and in the Koran/ the menu served in Paradise 

included ginger. It will relieve nausea during pregnancy/ and 

can be chewed raw or in crystallized form to prevent travel 

sickness. Thursday is a good day to perform this rite/ as it 

is named after Thor/ the god of thunder and protection. 

In Norway/ many people named their children Thor/ 

to place them under the god's protection. 

~~~P,~iag the giag", tcy to "'"'" coot with hom," 
form. This is not as difficult as it sounds - ginger root comes in 

the most amazing forms. If this is not possible, carefully fashion 

a body shape with a little knife. Decorate the figure with yellow 

ribbons tied in three separate places, perhaps the wrists and 

waist, but not around the neck. As you tie each ribbon, kiss the 

knot and wish for positive luck in future outin gs, chanting: 

/Iln all the journeys of my lifel 

protect and keep me safe from strife./I 

Place the figure in the wooden box, seal the lid, and keep it in a 

safe, dry place. Make contact with the figure before each major 

journey, and repeat the rite completely every six months. 





High Days 
& Holidays 

A Native American ritual to achieve harmony with your environment. 

In the past, a Native American traveler entering a strange 
land would have performed this spell in a place where all 

the elements - earth, air, fire, and water - combine, in order 
to become part of that spiritual environment. To achieve 

a state of harmony, the unwritten wisdom of the ages must 
be absorbed. Today's schedules and environmental factors 

do not always make this possible, but substitutes can 
help achieve the same end. 

~~v~O" '" ;n th, wodd, on yoo, ",;,,1, nnd , pdv",' 

place. Light the candle, for fire, and place it in the south of the 

room; place the Rower, for earth, in the north; the spring water 

in the west; and the incense stick, for air, in the east. Lie down 

in the center of your symbols, close your eyes, and use your 

imagination to see a door in front of you. Go through the door 

to a luxuriant green paradise, with ladders of sunlight leading 

upward, and paint a tapestry of colors in your mind as the 

breeze gently stirs in the leaves. Your eyelids are as heavy as 

velvet, and a path beckons to you. Follow it, and come to a 

clearing. In the clearing, sit and thank Mother Earth for her 

beauty as the sunlight enfolds you in love and peace. Slowly the 

light fades and you begin your journey back, taking with you a 

blessing. Open your eyes and stretch, then write down your 

experience and allow it to grow inside you. 





High Days 

& Holidays 

The tradition of wearing or carrying an amulet for 

protection/ particularly when traveling away from home/ 

was practiced by all the ancient civilizations. Specially 

commissioned and consecrated metals formed many 

amulets. Birthstones and precious stones/ as in a monarch's 

crown jewels/ had special significance and were chosen for 

their virtues. One of the most ancient amulets is the 

Egyptian ankh cross/ which symbolizes immortality and the 

power to travel onward. It represents both the male and the 

female/ and is also known as lithe key of life." 

~!~ig; ""d to b, full of "p, ;0 th" th,y will 
bend without splitting. Fashion them into the shape of the 

ankh. Bind the twigs together with a 

strip of silk in your favorite color, or 

perhaps choose the color associated 

with your birth sign. Make this charm 

small, as you need to keep it 

close to you at all times. As 

an alternative, commission a blacksmith or 

jeweler to make the amulet for you . 

Whichever option you choose, before you 

wear it, place it to your forehead, then hold 

it under a full moon to charge it with the 

moon 's rays for added protection. 





High Days 

& Holidays 

A May Day 

10C) 

the luck of the gods for love and good feelings. 

Celebrating the merry month of May/ when spring is in its 

full glory/ is widespread across Europe. May takes its name 

from Maia Majestas/ the goddess of spring. The erection of 

a sacred tree or maypole echoed ancient tree worshipi in 

Scandinavia/ the birch tree was favored. Stripped of its 

branches/ it was adorned with ribbons and paper flowers in 

honor of yggdrasil/ the Ilworld tree/, from whence all life 

sprang according to myth. On May/s Eve/ young couples 

would leap between the celebration fires before spending the 

night in the woods/ to ensure fertility. The blooming of the 

hawthorn marked the transition from winter to summer/ and 

May ISt was the only day when hawthorn could be taken 

into the home/ in honor of the spring goddessi this sacred 

tree could on ly be cut for such an important purpose. 

~E~ hnd , h,wthom tm ,nd "k' , f,w ;P"Y'. Poue' 
little milk at the base of the tree to thank the spirits. Sit with 

the tree for as long as you can, holding the hawthorn sprays in 

your hands, and become as one with the life surrounding you. 

On your return home, light the candle and burn the oils, 

sprinkling a few hawthorn leaves on them. Carry the burner 

through your home or around the outside; concentrate on 

bringing down the energy from the sun and returning it again in 

the never-ending Circle of Life. Hang the hawthorn spray over 

your door, invoking love and good feelings to remain with you. 





High Days 
& Holidays I , 

Far East for many centuries. The use of oils! herbs! spices! and 
symbols in connection with the myriad deities of these regions was 

common practice. In the main! magic was performed to enable the 
practitioner to reach a higher mental state of existence. 

Indian myth, magic, and 

religion have developed 

over the past 3500 years 

by gradually incorporating 

new beliefs into existing 

ones. As a result, India has a 

more complex and diverse nature of 

beliefs than anywhere else in the world. It has 

even been said of India that: "There are 

more gods than men. " 

A vast collection of Indian 

myths is recorded in the "Rig 

Veda, " an ancient book of 

hymns. In the Vedic hymns, 

Indra is king of the Hindu 

gods, with authority over the 

sky He carries a thunderbolt in 

his right hand, which he uses to do 

battle with the drought demons to 

bring rain to the land every year 

before the rainy season. Before each 

annual battle, he consumes 

a magical drink called 

"soma," the elixir of 

immortality His first great 

victory was to slay Vintra, 

the serpent who lay coiled 

around the world mountain. 

Other gods in the hymns include 

Agni, the god of fire, who symbolizes the 

vital spark in all life. He acts as 

an intermediary between the 

gods and man, and is still 

revered today, in domestic and 

ritual fire feasts. Brahma is the 

creator god, and one of the Hindu 

triad, together with Vishnu, the 

protector of the world, and Shiva, the 

destroyer. The aim of Indian 

mystics is to escape from the 

cyclic pattern of birth, death, 

and rebirth, and enter a higher 

state of consciousness or being. 



· ~ and YJapan; 
China is the oldest civilization in the world. 

The material structure of the Chinese world 

is made up of five elements; five is a magical 

number to the Chinese. These elements -

wood, fire, soil, metal, and water - equate to 

the five seasons, which include a mystical 

"center;" the cardinal directions, also 

including a "center;" and to five planets. The 

Chinese New Year and other festivals are 

linked to the lunar calendar. Fireworks and a 

cacophony of drums and cymbals are used to 

drive off evil at the turn of the year. C hinese 

divination is based on the "yin" and "yang." 

Yang means sun shine and li ght, and 

represents masculinity; yin means shadow or 

darkness, and represents femininity Yin and 

yang are seen as mutually dependent, and 

represent the natural laws of the universe. 

In japan, Shinto is the oldest belief 

system. It centers on the worship of "kami," 

gods that inhabit all nature and human 

beings. Shrine festivals are held where an 

image of the local kami is carried aloft by 

young men and women, to purify the 

neighborhood and the bearers. Amaterasu, 

the sun goddess, is one of the greatest deities 

in japan. Her main shrine at Ise has been 

rebuilt in its same form of cypress and thatch 

since the 7th century 
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Magic of 
the Far East 

Much of the cultural tradition of Southeast 

Asia has been inAuenced by China and India; 

only a few places clung to their own ways. In 

Bali , ri tuals were performed at crossroads to 

expel devils. A horn was blown to summon 

the devils, then men, carryi ng torches and 

wearing fearsome ceremonial masks, chased 

the devils away Silence then prevailed for 24 

hours, so that the devils would think 

the island was uninhabited. 

In Borneo, a fruit tree 

was planted for every 

newborn baby; in the 

belief that the fate of 

the child was tied to 

the growth of the tree. 

The souls of ancestors 93r.vU,fIkSof!/ ~""'~ 

were thought to live in I~ trUb~1u 

trees in the Philippines, 

and the islanders bowed to the trees as they 

passed them. In j ava, if a feast was to be held 

in the rainy season, the witch doctor was 

asked to "prop up the clouds." 
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A Celtic ri te to let go of the troubles 

and sadness of the past year. 

, 

This spe[[ should be performed on November 1st. ;me fire 

feast of Samhain was held in this month to cele1irate t~ 
beginning of the Celtic new year. November is the 

in-between time, when the veil between the past and 

present, the living and the dead, is thin. As a fnonth of 
endings and beginnings, when the seeds of r~Jewal re 
shed from the mother plant, it is a time to rid yourself 

of the past and look forward to the future! 

A~'~'l po",,,;oo ,hoold embody ,11 Ih,/ yoo w;,h to 

cast aside, in order that you can start afresh. On the first hour 

of November 1 st, light the purple candle, and plad.:e the 

unwanted possession in the basket. Seal the lid with a little 

candle wax. Hold the basket, concentrate on the glow of 

the candle, ring the bell three times, and chant: 

II Spirits on this special night/ 

co[[ect my past and hear my plight/ 

1 mean no harm but do entreat/ 

a future blossoming and sweet. 11 

Repeat this three times, ringing the bell between the chants . 

The next morning, take the basket and bury it. 
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A Norse sea spell to help you heal old 

wounds and make a fresh start. 

This spe[[ has its origins in the Norse culture/ where 

diverse traditions grew up around the sea. Perform this 

spe[[ for help in making a fresh start/ whether with a new 

love/ a change of job/ or for healing a breach in a 

relationship . Of aU water magic/ that which flows from the 

sea is the most potent. The tides are ruled by the moon/ 

and are at their most magical during the phases of the new 

and fuU moon. Travel to a quiet seashore and carry out this 

spell on an incoming tide/ when the moon is newest. 

A~e~~v" CO;", th, two <h,"<, "d th, V'N';" \'M< 
in your outstretched hand, and ask for the moon 's blessing. 

Drink a toast to the sea and moon, and rest awhile until your 

mind is clear with your purpose. Throw one shell as far as you 

can into the waves, chanting your wish as you do so. With the 

other shell, write your wish and your name in the sand, below 

the hightide mark. Wrap the shell and silver coin in the vervain 

leaves, count seven waves coming in, then bury the bundle in 

the sand in the center of your message. Retire and wait for the 

incoming tide to receive your wishes . As you wait, chant: 

I~ide and time receive my wish/ 

and grant me new beginnings." 
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A Russian spell to ease your way forward 

at the darkest time of year. 

IIYull1 means If wheel/ and in earlier timesf this was the 
yoke of the year; the t ime of turn ing and going forward. 
Onions and salt are both purifiers; and will help to ease 
your way over this period to make new beginnings. In 

Russia; the birch was used at Christmas time as a symbol 
of rebirth; and also at Whitsun; when it was dressed in 

female clothing to welcome the summer in. 

~1h~f th' wi",,, mbk', D,,,mb,, 21 ;t, light th, 

candles. Whi le focusing on their light, peel the onions and 

thread or bind them with red cord, saying: 

If Spirits of the past and presentl 

keep evi l sorts at baYi 

harmony and joy prevaill 
at the turning of the day,lI 

Hang the onions at the front and back doors of your home. If 

you do not have a back door, use a window instead. On 

Christmas Eve, take down the onions and sprinkle them with 

salt. Remove the cord, then burn or bury the onions. Place the 

silver birch twigs to your forehead, then hang them at your 

front and back doors with the red cord in place of the onions. 





S
even spe[[s for [uck/ an essential lngredlent for a 

charmed [lfe. Four of the spe[[s Wl [[ help you keep 

a cheerful outlook and a posltive mlnd/ the best 

reclpe for attracting ruck. The remalnlng three 

spe[[s are prlnted on seared pages. 

These are powerful expe[[lng spe[[s/ 

to remove negative lnf[uences/ and 

brlng ruck and harmony ln thelr place. 

They should be executed wlthout ma[lce. 

I 

Thlnk carefu[[y before you open these pages: you 

may be able to dupe yourself about your motives/ but 

lf you are set on causlng harm/ lt wl[[ be a fool/s 

errand/ and rebound where lt began/ wlth you. 

-
Sealed Spell ... Sealed Spell 

Only open this Only open this 

speU if you wish speU if there is 
to discourage an a rival for your 
unwanted [over [over I s affections 

Encompassing Spinning Out Raising the Wind Outshining 

Luck a Lover Riva[s 



Onty open this 

~peU if a coUeag
ue 

is caus1ng yOU 

probtems at work 

ShadoW !?>OX.1ng 
"Ptanets and 

"PtantS 
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A spell for good luck and for the granting of wishes. 

Food has long been a symbol of magic. Writing on cakes and 
other types of food dates back to ancient Greece and 

goddess worship. Honey cakes were written on/ candles lit 
and blown out/ and the wishes on the cakes were eaten to 

transfer them to the eater. Perform this spell at any time of 
year on a waxing moon. The red candles are for luck and 

the green candles for prosperity/ but you may wish to 
substitute other colors more suitable to your specific wish. 

The seeds hold the promise of regrowth. 

~!.~ th, 0010e of th, "od1,,, m,k, , 1"., ded, with 
them, aligning them to the eight compass directions: north, 

northeast, east, southeast, south, southwest, west, and 

northwest. Put the glass of wine in the center of the circle, and 

place a dish of seeds or nuts next to it. Keep the pebble in 

your left hand throughout the spell. It represents the ever

turning Circle of Life and the universe. Light the north 

candle first , then travel to the center of the circle . Dip a seed 

or nut into the wine, and making your wish, eat it. Repeat until 

all the candles are alight, working your way around the circle in 

a clockwise direction . You may find it helpful to break your wish 

down into a series of eight steps, and to visualize an individual 

step as you light each candle. When you have finished, sit in the 

middle of your glowing circle. Drink the rest of the wine as a 

toast to the world, and keep the pebble as a lucky charm. 





Lucky Channs 

& Life Savers 

A Saturday night with a waning moon is ideal for this 
spell. Creeping Jenny (lysimachia nummularia) is an 
ancient plant originally found in northern Europe, but 

now available the world over for use in hanging baskets. 
In ancient mythology, it symbolized dependency, perhaps 
because it clings prostrate to all it grows over, gradually 

swamping them with its fertile fronds. 

~~~""'d to yO" ooly, '0 ;t m"" b, k'pt "wet 
Take a lock of your own hair and a lock from the person you 

wish to discourage, and twist them together in a clockwise 

direction, repeating YO~lr own and the other person's name as 

you do so. Spin the entwined locks of hair around the willow 

wand, also clockwise. light the candle and draw the wand 

through the flame three times, to bind them all together. 

Wrap the creeping Jenny counterclockwise around the wand, 

reciting the following chant, and inserting the person's nam e: 

II l bear not malice; 

but cast out (name); 

cast out (name)." 

Hang the wand in a dark, secret place. As the creeping Jenny 

withers and fades, so will the unwanted attention. 
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Chinese sky magic fOT lucl(y happiness, and success. 

Air magic is used in China! where 
streamers and kites are released skyward 
bearing messages and pictures. The triad 

gods of happiness are often depicted. 
These are Shou-hsing! the god of long 

lifei Fu-hsing! the god of happinessi and 
Lu-hsing! the god of salaries. Sometimes! 

the gods are represented symbolically: a bat for 
happiness! a deer for salaries! and a stork or pine for long 
life. Dragons! which are divinities of rain and sea! are also 

popu lar symbols. Sky or air magic is directed toward 
personal success! luck! and joy. 'IRaising the Wind" is an 
ancient form of sky magic! which can be used to change 

your luck and convey you toward success. 

~~~~ d,y, t"vel to tho top of, h;]] "' to '" OP'" 
expanse of beach. Fasten the balloon to the length of string, 

and as you walk, tie knots in the string. Concentrate on the 

change or changes you wish to occur when you tie each kn ot. 

Imagine the energy rising from your body through the string 

to the sky, and run with the balloon trailing behind you and 

tugging to be free. Turn around seven times in a clockwise 

direction, feeling the power of the wind enter you and raise 

your spirits. Undo the knots and let the balloon flyaway, 

freeing the spell to bring success and happiness to you. 





11~ 

At some stage in our lives, many of us are faced with the 
unhappy and unsettling situation of an unscrupulous rival 

vying for our partner's attention or affection. Lf a third 
party is causing you problems in your relationship, 

provided your own motives are honorable, perform this 
spe[[ at the time of the waning moon just after a fu[[ 

moon. Beware! This spell wi[[ not work if you are trying 
to capture a person against his or her wi[[, and wi[[ simply 

cast negative vibrations elsewhere in your own life. 

~O~h;' ,pell ;n , "ccet pl,c, wh", yoo w;Ji not b, 

disturbed. Write the name of your rival on the paper. If you 

do not know his or her name, choose a magical name for the 

person. Peel the clove of garlic and wipe it across the name 

on the paper; garlic is the flower of power. Place the paper in 

the envelope, light the candle, and seal the envelope with 

some wax. Hold the envelope to your forehead and say: 

II/Name) 1 bear not malice/ hurt/ or ill/ 

release my partner from your wi ll.1! 

Burn the envelope in the candle flame, sweep up any residue, 

and bury al1 the leftover ingredients, including the candle. 
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Magic ritua[s/ largely performed in conjunction with nature and for 
the benefit of the whole community/ have developed in a[[ parts of the 

world. But there is also a more sinister side to the art. From the 
earliest times/ practitioners realized the great power that magic 
bestowed upon them/ and that it could be used for personal gain. 

Alchemy was a combination of philosophical, 

scientific, and religious beliefs whose origins 

are lost in the mists of time. Medieval 

alchemists reasoned that if nature had the 

ability to produce a tree from a tiny seed, 

they could copy this miraculous natural 

process, and transmute base metal into gold 

or silver. The "philosopher's stone" was the 

substance believed to have the power to 

perform this transmutation. It was also 

thought to be the power behind the 

evolution of life. Alchemists used the sun to 

symbolize gold and the soul, and the moon to 

B1 ~ SAf"'l/fw,ts, ~'// sdlM!/'//, 

a&s-o.oi<IIwd upu-'" duv m404,// 

symbolize silver and the 

body The philosopher's 

stone was a combination 

of sulfur, salt, and mercury; 

the latter often equated to a winged dragon, 

an ancient symbol of volatile change. 

The fundamental purpose of alchemy was 

to refresh and restore the earth, but many 

alchemists strayed from this path. They 

formed a select society; the master magicians, 

working in complete secrecy They became 

immersed in demon ism, in the hope of 

riches, and in a quest for supernatural powers. 

They believed that by making 

magical pacts with the devil and his 

demon princes, the demons would 

serve the magiCian for the rest of his life. 

However, after death, the sorcerer would in 



tum become the slave of the demon princes. 

Consequently; the magician would go to any 

lengths to prolong his own life, including 

necromancy and offering live sacrifices. 

When making a pact with the devil , the 

magician had to sign a document with his 

own blood, for it was said: "He controls the 

soul who controls the blood of another." 

9;~ Sipvof ~ ~ CXao{ 
The practitioner of such sorcery could not 

use the benevolent signs and symbols of 

natural magic, as these would only bring 

failure . Instead, the symbols had to be 

inverted or distorted to denote perverted 

power. The swastika is one example of this. 

It actually derives from a Sanskrit word 

meaning "bringer of good luck, " and in 

many cultures it was for centuries a symbol 

of happiness and good fortune. 

Now, however, it is an 

embodiment of all the evils 

of the world, after a left

handed swastika rather than 

a right-handed one was used as 

the insignia of the 

Nazi party The 

The Sinister 
Side of Magic 

pentagram has been much used in both good 

and evil magic, but for the latter, it was either 

inverted, had a break in the star, or had points 

of different lengths. When altered in this way; 

it was called the "sign of the cloven hoof." 

9;~~ofcg~ 
Clay; wax, and wooden dolls have all been 

used in rites in attempts to harm an enemy 

The dolls were bound, stuck with pins or 

nails, burned, melted, or buried, to cause the 

demise of the intended victim. Images were 

sometimes made from a mixture of fat and 

grain and burned in a place the victim 

frequented, to capture that person 's soul. 

Some dolls had different-colored 

sides, one for casting evil spells 

and one for good spells. 

Drawing the image of a 

person in the earth 

and stabbing it with a 

pointed stick was 

thought to transfer an injury 

to the person being drawn. 

The demonism of 

ancient times was 

used to attain selfish 

desires and gain power 

through any means 

possible, with no regard 

for the harm it could 

cause. Such magic is a 

dangerous art and should 

not be tampered with. 

---:v= ) 
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An Eastern European spell to foil a jealous work colleague. 

At some time or other, many people find themselves 
subjected to unfair treatment by work co[[eagues, who are 

possibly jealous of their achievements or are just difficult 
to get along with. This can manifest itself in many ways. 

Finding the right path to tread in dealing with the 
situation can be tricky, without causing a great deal of 

fuss. This magical remedy could be the answer. The spe[[ 
wi[[ help you to cramp the style of a business associate 

who is deliberately cramping your style. But take carei it 
must be carried out without malice on your part, to 

neutralize the situation and expel the bad feeling. 

~~E~Y ,t the t;me of, w,n;ng moon to "ny oot th;, 
spell. Write the person's name on the piece of paper, and take 

it and the other ingredients to work with you. You need to 

place the paper, name side down, on a table, and get the 

person involved to cast his or her shadow over the paper. It 
may take a few tries to succeed, but don't give up. When his 

or her shadow falls across the paper, pin or stick it onto the 

paper. Place the paper and pin, or sticking tape, into the 

container of spring water. Make sure the container is tightly 

sealed and place it against your forehead. Pass your right 

hand over the top of it three times, mentally expelling all 

bad feeling. When you return home, put the container 

in your freezer where it will not be disturbed. 
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A spell for continued luck throughout the year and for special days. 

This spell uses the gifts of nature to bring good luck. It is 
especially useful for ensuring success when performing 

other spells/ by harnessing the power of Mother Nature 
to bring luck to all your ventures on a particular day. 

~fY~th' week ,< "',d by, p,,,ct, ,nd ,",h of tho« 
planets is associated with a particular color. Plant an indoor 

or outdoor selection of herbs and plants in the color that 

corresponds to the day on which you require extra luck. The 

particular plants you choose is personal preference. What is 

important is to nurture them with love and care, which in 

return will bring harmony of spirit, body, and mind to you. 

The Sun rules Sunday and its color is orange. 

The Moon rules Monday and its color is white. 

Mars rules Tuesday and its color is red. 

Mercury rules Wednesday and its color is yellow. 

Jupiter rules Thursday and its color is purple. 

Venus rules Friday and its color is blue. 

Saturn rules Saturday and its color is green. 

Good luck! 
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and the happiness of childhood. 

The name Ildaisyl' comes from IIday/s eye/ as the flower 

opens at dawn with the sun, and doses at dusk. It is a 
symbol of luck and innocence because of its association 
with children. It is also a symbol of survival, as a daisy 

adapts to almost any growing conditions or landscape, and 
staunchly survives the lawnmower or hoe. The following 

charm can be carried out on any sunny day, preferably in a 
meadow, although any small patch of daisies will do. 

£~~l ,umm,,', d,y, "k, tim, to ,it with, child 0' 

children, and make daisy chains. As you work, spin the children 

a story about the cheerful daisy, and how it is the "day's eye," 

known throughout the world for its merry face. Talk of 

medieval knights, who wore a daisy as a token of their lady's 

love; of how the daisy may be picked or trampled under foot , 

but still comes up each year smiling; and about young girls of 

the past, who slept with a daisy root under their pillows to 

dream of love. When you have fashioned your own daisy chain, 

close your eyes, place it to your forehead, and wish for luck. 

When the children have finished their chains, place them on 

their heads as chaplets, and then do the same with your own. 

Join hands and dance in a circle, seven times to the east and 

seven times to the west, thanking Mother Earth for her 

blessings. Finally, place your own daisy chain in the pouch, and 

carry it with you to keep your luck safe. 
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